Gluten-Free Halloween Treats List

Almond Joy and Mound Bars (all except Joy Peppermint Candy)

Hershey's Kisses Milk Chocolate

Hershey's Kisses Milk Chocolate (Fruit flavored chocolate)

Hershey's Nougat Candies - All (dairy free)

Hershey's Milk Chocolate and Almonds Bar (1.45 oz only)

Hershey's Kisses Milk Chocolate - All, except Kisses that have a yellow center

Peanut Butter Rolo Candy (All except seasoned shaped rolo)

Jelly Belly Bean's and Bears - All except a few that are marked as gluten-free

REMY's Pecan Pie Candy

Willy Wonka's Belgian Milk Chocolate Bar (all except those that have a yellow center)

Schnerger Bar (all except Schnerger Cocoa Powder)

Betty Crocker All-Bran Bar - All

Hershey's Special Dark Kiss but not the Special Dark candy bar;

Hershey's Special Dark Bar (all except the following flavors)

Hershey's Milk Chocolate, Caramelized, Chocolate flavored Candy Bar

Caramel, vanilla, White Choco, Dark Chocolate Chip/Bar

with nuts, flax, sunflower, pumpkin spine in the box.Meltable dark chocolate in the middle.

Hershey's Special Dark Kiss but not the Special Dark candy bar;

Hershey's Special Dark Bar (all except the following flavors)

Hershey's Milk Chocolate, Caramelized, Chocolate flavored Candy Bar

Caramel, vanilla, White Choco, Dark Chocolate Chip/Bar

with nuts, flax, sunflower, pumpkin spine in the box. Meltable dark chocolate in the middle.

Hershey’s Nugo,

Hershey’s Budgets, only in the following milk chocolate flavors;

milk chocolate, with almonds, special dark chocolate with toffee and almonds

Rom’s Root Beer Box

Rom's Gingerbread bar - all

*This company does not list top 8 allergens so they suggest reading all individual product labels*

Bam Botanics

Chocolate Hearts / Cocoa House Buttons*

Candy Corn (all except those that have a yellow center)

Candy Corn in a variety of colors

Candy Corn in a variety of colors

Butterfingers, milky way, Snickers, Mounds, Almond joy, reese's pieces, and other candy bars

*This company does not list top 8 allergens so they suggest reading all individual product labels*

Breyers Ice Cream

Go Organic

Go Lightly

Watermelon 97.882.2300

*Not tested - all surfaces

*This company does not list top 8 allergens so they suggest reading all individual product labels*

Butterfingers, milky way, Snickers, Mounds, Almond joy, reese's pieces, and other candy bars

Butterfingers, milky way, Snickers, Mounds, Almond joy, reese's pieces, and other candy bars

*This company does not list top 8 allergens so they suggest reading all individual product labels*

Newspaper 800.233.7125

Sellers of Nevora 800.718.4840

Newspaper 800.305.1584

NECOG Workshops

Candy House Candy Buttons*

Candy Corn (all except those that have a yellow center)

Candy Corn in a variety of colors

Candy Corn in a variety of colors

Butterfingers, milky way, Snickers, Mounds, Almond joy, reese's pieces, and other candy bars

*This company does not list top 8 allergens so they suggest reading all individual product labels*

Enjoy Life Foods 888.357.1870

*Not tested - all surfaces
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